DE FRICK TOWN -- A HINTERLAND IS DEVELOPING

BY CHET SCHWABE

Fort Dick is located on Highway 101, 18 miles north of Crescent City. The highway here is quieter, for the route to Gar's Inn and the Willows restaurant -- where there is a branch of the Fort Dick and Crescent City, and the heavier flow of traffic diverges with it. Highway 101, as it approaches Fort Dick, winds through some of the finest forests of redwood in the world. From here up to 101, is more a tree-lined country road, though you are aware of the unlimited leisurely pace of the town, as you go beyond the main-traveled route that comes up from San Francisco and passes through the rolling countryside.

The community church is well attended. Fort Dick grange hall has many gatherings. Mrs. Henry Vinnam's art work is of distinction. The Fort Dick community church is well attended. Fort Dick grange hall has many gatherings. Mrs. Henry Vinnam's art work is of distinction.